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Abstract

Beam search is widely used in neural machine translation, and usually improves translation quality compared to greedy search. It has been widely observed that, however, beam sizes larger than 5 hurt translation quality. We explain why this happens, and propose several methods to address this problem. Furthermore, we discuss the optimal stopping criteria for these methods. Results show that our hyperparameter-free methods outperform the widely-used hyperparameter-free heuristic of length normalization by +2.0 BLEU, and achieve the best results among all methods on Chinese-to-English translation.

1 Introduction

In recent years, neural machine translation (NMT) has surpassed traditional phrase-based or syntax-based machine translation, becoming the new state of the art in MT (Kalchbrenner and Blunsom, 2013; Sutskever et al., 2014; Bahdanau et al., 2014). While NMT training is typically done in a “local” fashion which does not employ any search (bar notable exceptions such as Ranzato et al. (2016), Shen et al. (2016), and Wiseman and Rush (2016)), the decoding phase of all NMT systems universally adopts beam search, a widely used heuristic, to improve translation quality.

Unlike phrase-based MT systems which enjoy the benefits of very large beam sizes (in the order of 100–500) (Koehn et al., 2007), most NMT systems choose tiny beam sizes up to 5; for example, Google’s GNMT (Wu et al., 2016) and Facebook’s ConvS2S (Gehring et al., 2017) use beam sizes 3 and 5, respectively. Intuitively, the larger the beam size is, the more candidates it explores, and the better the translation quality should be. While this definitely holds for phrase-based MT systems, surprisingly, it is not the case for NMT: many researchers observe that translation quality degrades with beam sizes beyond 5 or 10 (Tu et al., 2017; Koehn and Knowles, 2017). We call this phenomenon the “beam search curse”, which is listed as one of the six biggest challenges for NMT (Koehn and Knowles, 2017).

However, there has not been enough attention on this problem. Huang et al. (2017) hint that length ratio is the problem, but do not explain why larger beam sizes cause shorter lengths and worse BLEU. Ott et al. (2018) attribute it to two kinds of “uncertainties” in the training data, namely the copying of source sentence and the non-literal translations. However, the first problem is only found in European language datasets and the second problem occurs in all datasets but does not seem to bother pre-neural MT systems. Therefore, their explanations are not satisfactory.

On the other hand, previous work adopts several heuristics to address this problem, but with various limitations. For example, RNNSearch (Bahdanau et al., 2014) and ConvS2S use length normalization, which (we will show in Sec. 6) seems to somewhat alleviate the problem, but far from being perfect. Meanwhile, He et al. (2016) and Huang et al. (2017) use word-reward, but their reward is a hyper-parameter to be tuned on dev set.

Our contributions are as follows:

- We explain why the beam search curse exists, supported by empirical evidence (Sec. 3).
- We review existing rescoring methods, and then propose ours to break the beam search curse (Sec. 4). We show that our hyperparameter-free methods outperform the previous hyperparameter-free method (length normalization) by +2.0 BLEU (Sec. 6).
- We also discuss the stopping criteria for our rescoring methods (Sec. 5). Experiments
show that with optimal stopping alone, the translation quality of the length normalization method improves by +0.9 BLEU.

2 Preliminaries: NMT and Beam Search

We briefly review the encoder-decoder architecture with attention mechanism (Bahdanau et al., 2014). An RNN encoder takes an input sequence \( \mathbf{x} = (x_1, \ldots, x_m) \), and produces a sequence of hidden states. For each time step, the RNN decoder will predict the probability of next output word given the source sequence and the previously generated prefix. Therefore, when doing greedy search, at time step \( i \) the decoder will choose the word with highest probability as \( y_i \). The decoder will continue generating until it emits \( \texttt{</eos>} \). In the end, the generated hypothesis is \( y = (y_1, \ldots, y_n) \) with \( y_n = \texttt{</eos>} \), with model score

\[
S(\mathbf{x}, y) = \sum_{i=1}^{\|y\|} \log p(y_i | \mathbf{x}, y_{1:(i-1)}) \tag{1}
\]

As greedy search only explores a single path, we always use beam search to improve search quality. Let \( b \) denote the beam size, then at step \( i \) the beam \( B_i \) is an ordered list of size \( b \):

\[
B_0 = [(x_s), p(x_s) | \mathbf{x})]
\]

\[
B_i = \text{top}^b \{y' \circ y_i, s \cdot p(y_i|\mathbf{x}, y') \mid \langle y', s \rangle \in B_{i-1} \}
\]

In the most naive case, after reaching the maximum length (a hard limit), we get \( N \) possible candidate sequences \( \{y_1, \ldots, y_N\} \). The default strategy chooses the one with highest model score. We will discuss more sophisticated ways of stopping and choosing candidates in later sections.

3 Beam Search Curse

The most popular translation quality metric, BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002), is defined as:

\[
\text{BLEU} = bp \cdot \exp \left( \frac{1}{4} \sum_{n=1}^{4} \log p_n \right) \tag{2}
\]

where

\[
bp = \min \{ e^{1/ lr}, 1 \} \tag{3}
\]

and

\[
lr = \frac{\|y\|/\|y^*\|} \tag{4}
\]

Here \( p_n \) are the \( n \)-gram precisions, and \( \|y\| \) and \( \|y^*\| \) denote the hypothesis and reference lengths, while \( bp \) is the brevity penalty (penalizing short translations) and \( lr \) is the length ratio (Shi et al., 2016; Koehn and Knowles, 2017), respectively.

With beam size increasing, \( \|y\| \) decreases, which causes the length ratio to drop, as shown in Fig. 1. Then the brevity penalty term, as a function of the length ratio, decreases even more severely. Since \( bp \) is a key factor in BLEU, this explains why the beam search curse happens.\(^1\)

The reason why \( \|y\| \) decreases as beam size increases is actually twofold:

1. As beam size increases, the more candidates it could explore. Therefore, it becomes easier for the search algorithm to find the \( \texttt{</eos>} \) symbol. Fig. 2 shows that the \( \texttt{</eos>} \) indices decrease steadily with larger beams.\(^2\)

2. Then, as shown in Fig. 3, shorter candidates have clear advantages w.r.t. model score.

\(^1\)The length ratio is not just about BLEU: if the hypothesis length is only 75% of reference length, something that should have been translated must be missing; i.e., bad adequacy. We believe the same problem still exists if we use TER instead.

\(^2\)Pre-neural SMT models, being probabilistic, also favor short translations (and derivations), which is addressed by word (and phrase) reward. The crucial difference between SMT and NMT is that the former stops when covering the whole input, while the latter stops on emitting \( \texttt{</eos>} \).
Figure 3: Candidate lengths vs. model score. This scatter plot is generated from 242 finished candidates when translated from one source sequence with beam size 80.

Hence, as beam size increases, the search algorithm will generate shorter candidates, and then prefer even shorter ones among them.

4 Rescoring Methods

We first review existing methods to counter the length problem and then propose new ones to address their limitations. In particular, we propose to predict the target length from the source sentence, in order to choose a hypothesis with proper length.

4.1 Previous Rescoring Methods

RNNSearch (Bahdanau et al., 2014) first introduces the length normalization method, whose score is simply the average model score:

$$\hat{S}_{\text{length norm}}(x, y) = \frac{S(x, y)}{|y|}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

This is the most widely used rescoring method since it is hyperparameter-free.

GNMT (Wu et al., 2016) incorporates length and coverage penalty into the length normalization method, while also adding two hyperparameters to adjust their influences. (please check out their paper for exact formulas).

Baidu NMT (He et al., 2016) borrows the Word Reward method from pre-neural MT, which gives a reward $r$ to every word generated, where $r$ is a hyperparameter tuned on the dev set:

$$\hat{S}_{\text{WR}}(x, y) = S(x, y) + r \cdot |y|$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

Based on the above, Huang et al. (2017) propose a variant called Bounded Word-Reward which only rewards up to an “optimal” length. This length is calculated using a fixed “generation ratio” $gr$, which is the ratio between target and source sequence length, namely the average number of target words generated for each source word. It gives reward $r$ to each word up to a bounded length $L(x, y) = \min\{|y|, gr \cdot |x|\}$:

$$\hat{S}_{\text{BWR}}(x, y) = S(x, y) + r \cdot L(x, y)$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

4.2 Rescoring with Length Prediction

To remove the fixed generation ratio $gr$ from Bounded Word-Reward, we use a 2-layer MLP, which takes the mean of source hidden states as input, to predict the generation ratio $gr^*(x)$. Then we replace the fixed ratio $gr$ with it, and get our predicted length $L_{\text{pred}}(x) = gr^*(x) \cdot |x|$.

4.2.1 Bounded Word-Reward

With predicted length, the new predicted bound and final score would be:

$$L^*(x, y) = \min\{|y|, L_{\text{pred}}(x)\}$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

$$\hat{S}_{\text{BWR}}^*(x, y) = S(x, y) + r \cdot L^*(x, y)$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

While the predicted length is more accurate, there is still a hyperparameter $r$ (word reward), so we design two methods below to remove it.

4.2.2 Bounded Adaptive-Reward

We propose Bounded Adaptive-Reward to automatically calculate proper reward based on the current beam. With beam size $b$, the reward for time step $t$ is the average negative log-probability of the words in the current beam.

$$r_t = -\frac{1}{b} \sum_{i=1}^{b} \log p(\text{word}_i)$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

Its score is very similar to (7):

$$\hat{S}_{\text{AdaR}}(x, y) = S(x, y) + \sum_{t=1}^{L^*} r_t$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

4.2.3 BP-Norm

Inspired by the BLEU score definition, we propose BP-Norm method as follows:

$$\hat{S}_{\text{bp}}(x, y) = \log bp + \frac{S(x, y)}{|y|}$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

$bp$ is the same brevity penalty term as in (3). Here, we regard our predicted length as the reference length. The beauty of this method appears when
we drop the logarithmic symbol in (12):

$$\exp(\hat{S}_{bp}(x,y)) = bp \cdot \left( \prod_{i=1}^{\|y\|} p(y_i|\ldots) \right)^{\frac{1}{\|y\|}} = bp \cdot \exp\left(\frac{1}{\|y\|} \sum_{i=1}^{\|y\|} \log p(y_i|\ldots)\right)$$

which is in the same form of BLEU score (3).

5 Stopping Criteria

Besides rescoring methods, the stopping criteria (when to stop beam search) is also important, for both efficiency and accuracy.

5.1 Conventional Stopping Criteria

By default, OpenNMT-py (Klein et al., 2017) stops when the topmost beam candidate stops, because there will not be any future candidates with higher model scores. However, this is not the case for other rescoring methods; e.g., the score of length normalization (5) could still increase.

Another popular stopping criteria, used by RNNSearch (Bahdanau et al., 2014), stops the beam search when exactly $b$ finished candidates have been found. Neither method is optimal.

5.2 Optimal Stopping Criteria

For Bounded Word-Reward, Huang et al. (2017) introduces a provably-optimal stopping criterion that could stop both early and optimally. We also introduce an optimal stopping criterion for BP-Norm. Each time we generate a finished candidate, we update our best score $\hat{S}^*$. Then, for the topmost beam candidate of time step $t$, we have:

$$\hat{S}_{bp} = \frac{S_{t,0}}{t} + \min\{1 - \frac{L_{\text{pred}}}{t}, 0\} \leq \frac{S_{t,0}}{R}$$

where $R$ is the maximum generation length. Since $S_{t,0}$ will drop after time step $t$, if $\frac{S_{t,0}}{R} \leq \hat{S}^*$, we reach optimality. This stopping criterion could also be applied to length normalization (5).

Meanwhile, for Bounded Adaptive-Reward, we can have a similar optimal stopping criterion: If the score of topmost beam candidate at time step $t > L_{\text{pred}}$ is lower than $\hat{S}^*$, we reach optimality.

Proof. The first part of $\hat{S}_{\text{AdR}}$ in (11) will decrease after time step $t$, while the second part stays the same when $t > L_{\text{pred}}$. So the score in the future will monotonically decrease.

Figure 4: The BLEU scores and length ratios ($lr = \frac{|y|}{|y^*|}$) of various rescoring methods.

6 Experiments

Our experiments are on Chinese-to-English translation task, based on the OpenNMT-py codebase. We train our model on 2M sentences, and apply BPE (Sennrich et al., 2015) on both sides, which reduces Chinese and English vocabulary sizes down to 18k and 10k respectively. We then exclude pairs with more than 50 source or target tokens. We validate on NIST 06 and test on NIST 08 (newswire portions only for both). We report case-insensitive, 4 reference BLEU scores.

We use 2-layers bidirectional LSTMs for the encoder. We train the model for 15 epochs, and choose the one with lowest perplexity on the dev set. Batch size is 64; both word embedding and hidden state sizes 500; and dropout 0.3. The total parameter size is 28.5M.

6.1 Parameter Tuning and Results

We compare all rescoring methods mentioned above. For the length normalization method, we also show its results with optimal stopping.

For Bounded Word-Reward method with and without our predicted length, we choose the best $r$ on the dev set separately. The length normal-
6.2 Discussion

From Table 1, we could observe that with our length prediction model, Bounded word-reward method gains consistent improvement. On the other hand, results from length normalization method show that optimal stopping technique gains significant improvement by around +0.9 BLEU. While with both, our proposed methods beat all previous methods, and gain improvement over hyperparameter-free baseline (i.e. length normalization) by +2.0 BLEU.

Among our proposed methods, Bounded word-reward has the reward $r$ as an hyper-parameter, while the other two methods get rid of that. Among them, we recommend the BP-Norm method, because it is the simplest method, and yet works equally well with others.

7 Conclusions

We first explain why the beam search curse exists and then formalize all previous rescoring methods. Beyond that, we also propose several new methods to address this problem. Results from the Chinese-English task show that our hyperparameter-free methods beat the hyperparameter-free baseline (length normalization) by +2.0 BLEU.
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